
So Young

The Corrs

G/B       C         D
yeah yeah yeah yeah eyeah
G         C         D
Yeah yeah yeah yeah eyeah

G                         Cadd9             Dadd9
We are taking it easy and birght and breezy yeah
G                         Cadd9          Dadd9
we are living it out just fine and dandy yeah
G                         Cadd9              Dadd9
we are caught in a haze on these lazy summer days
G                        Cadd9                            Dadd9
we're spending all of our nights just laughing and kissin yeah

Ami                             Cadd9     D
and it really doesn't matter if we don't eat
Ami                             Cadd9     D
and it really doesn't matter if we newer sleep

Ami
no it really doesn't matter
Cadd9                   Dadd9
really doesn't matter at all

G
Coz we are so young now
        Cadd9            D
we are so young so young now
        G                Cadd9               D
and when tommorow comes we'll just do it all again

G                         Cadd9             Dadd9
We are chasing the moon just running wild and free
we are following through every dream and every need

   Ami                             Cadd9    D
and it really doesn't matter if we don't eat
Ami                             Cadd9     D
and it really doesn't matter if we newer sleep
Ami
no it really doesn't matter
Cadd9                   Dadd9
really doesn't matter at all

   G
Coz we are so young now
        Cadd9            D
we are so young so young now
        G                Cadd9               D
and when tommorow comes we'll just do it all again

   G
Coz we are so young now
        Cadd9            D
we are so young so young now
        G                Cadd9               D
and when tommorow comes we'll just do it all again



Ami        C Emi           D Ami        C       D
All again...All again eyeah all again...all again...
yeah yeah yeah...chorus

   G
Coz we are so young now
        Cadd9            D
we are so young so young now
        G                Cadd9               D
and when tommorow comes we'll just do it all again

   G
Coz we are so young now
        Cadd9            D
we are so young so young now
        G                Cadd9               D
and when tommorow comes we'll just do it all again
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